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1. Circle the features/components that would be unsurprising in an embedded microprocessor designed
for use in smartphones, but unexpected in a general-purpose microprocessor.

(a) Cache.

(b) Analog wireless communication transceivers.

(c) Multiple cores.

2. Circle all that apply. Transitioning from large single-core processors to similar-sized multi-core proces-
sors has the following benefits:

(a) Reduced power consumption,

(b) Improved single-thread performance,

(c) Reduced software application design complexity, and/or

(d) Reduced on-chip communication delay for many signals.

3. In a misguided attempt to increase the number of usable gates per unit area of IC, a designer has
decided to use CMOS only for inverters, and to build all other (non-inverting) logic gates using pull-up
networks composed of NMOSFETs and pull-down networks composed of PMOSFETs.

(a) How many transistors are required to implement a three-input AND using this design style?

(b) Does the IC have a good chance of implementing the desired logic functions (“Yes” or “No”)?
Ignore the impact on performance for this question.

(c) List two disadvantages of the proposed design style.

4. Use up to two sentences to explain why holes generally travel more slowly than electrons in IC semi-
conductors.

5. What is the primary advantage of single-electron tunneling transistors over MOSFETs (up to five
words)?

6. The PMOSFETs and NMOSFETs in an inverter have been sized to achieve balanced rise and fall
times. However, process variation has caused the implementation to deviate from the design. The A
line in Figure 1 is associated with an inverter that has

(a) Lower-than-planned resistance PMOSFET and higher-than-planned resistance NMOSFET.

(b) Higher-than-planned resistance PMOSFET and lower-than-planned resistance NMOSFET.



Figure 1: Inverter transfer functions.
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Figure 2: Corrupted layout.

7. A dust particle did something horrible to a mask, causing the implemented layout to differ from the
designed layout. Consider the corrupted layout shown in Figure 2.

(a) What type of gate was the designer most likely trying to implement?

(b) Draw the gate- or transistor-level schematic for the gate actually implemented.

(c) Is there any input vector (a, b) for which the output and power consumption will be as the designer
originally intended? If so, indicate the input vector.

8. Give the truth table and transistor-level schematic for a three-input OR gate implemented in CMOS.

9. Consider the circuit in Figure 3. In the following circuit the capacitance of CL is 50 fF. CL is initially
charged to 2.5 V. At time zero, its gate is attached ground, as shown in the figure. VTP = -0.5 V. You
may ignore the effects of leakage.

(a) If we replace the PMOSFET channel with a 2 kΩ resistor, how long does it take for the capacitor
to discharge to VDD/2?
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Figure 3: PMOSFET with grounded gate.

(b) If we consider transistor cut-off, what is the final voltage of the capacitor?

10. A synchronous IC has a total capacitance of 200 pF, a VDD 2.5 V, and an average switching activity
factor of 0.1, it can run at a clock frequency of 1 GHz. A task requires 1,000 cycles to complete. The
total leakage power consumption is 10 µW, and it is almost entirely a result of subthreshold leakage
power consumption.

(a) What is the total energy consumed?

(b) Consider the impact of reducing VDD to 1.25 V. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that logic
gate delay is inversely proportional to VDD and that subthreshold leakage power consumption
is proportional to VDD. Indicate the resulting change in task completion time and total energy
consumption

11. Consider an inverter driving a capacitive load, C. The inverter input voltage is initially 2.5 V, and
inverter output voltage is static. At time 0 s, the input voltage instantly transitions from 2.5 V to 0 V.

(a) How much energy is eventually provided by the power supply?

(b) How much energy is stored in the capacitor?

(c) Use one sentence to indicate the reason for the difference in these values.

12. Consider two inverters in series. Assume standard process values for anything not given. You are
welcome to use the tables at the end of the exam. Assume that capacitances are constant within
operating regions, but may vary between operating regions. All gates are 0.25 µm long. All diffusion
regions are 0.50 µm long. VDD is 2.5 V. Answers within 10% of the correct values are accurate enough.
As a result, you may be able to neglect some complex-to-calculate capacitances. Get a decent solution,
first, and come back to this problem to solve more precisely if time permits.

Transistor Gate width (µm)
First PMOSFET 1.0
First NMOSFET 0.5

Second PMOSFET 40.0
Second NMOSFET 20.0

The input voltage of the first inverter has been 2.5 V for a very long time. At 0 s, it transitions instantly
to 0 V.

(a) What is the capacitive load seen by the first inverter?

(b) Determine when the input of the second inverter will reach 0.8 V.

13. Consider the circuit in Figure 4. Write an expression for the voltage at Vx. You may assume that n=1
to simplify calculation. We won’t define n here, but when you figure it out, you will know you are on
the right track. There is no need to calculate a number; giving an expression is sufficient.
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Figure 4: NMOSFETs with grounded gates.

1 Reference material

COX CO Cj mj φb Cjsw mjsw φbsw
(fF/µm2) (fF/µm) (fF/µm2) (V) (fF/µm) (V)

NMOS 6 0.31 2 0.5 0.9 0.28 0.44 0.9
PMOS 6 0.27 1.9 0.48 0.9 0.22 0.32 0.9

Name Value
kT/q 25.875 mJ/C

NMOSFET IS 21.0 pA
PMOSFET IS 41.8 pA

n (for ID calculation) 1.5



P = PSWITCH + PSHORT + PLEAK

PSWITCH = C · VDD
2 · f ·A

† PSHORT =
b

12
(VDD − 2 · VT )3 · f ·A · t

PLEAK = VDD · (ISUB + IGATE + IJUNCTION + IGIDL)

C : total switched capacitance VDD : high voltage

f : switching frequency A : switching activity

b : MOS transistor gain VT : threshold voltage

t : rise/fall time of inputs

† PSHORT usually ≤ 10% of PSWITCH

Smaller as VDD → VT
A < 0.5 for combinational nodes, 1 for clocked nodes.
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